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ABSTRACT We derive the fusion hierarchy of functional equations for crit-
ical A-D-E lattice models related to the s`(2) unitary minimal models, the
parafermionic models and the supersymmetric models of conformal field theory
and deduce the related TBA functional equations. The derivation uses fusion pro-
jectors and applies in the presence of all known integrable boundary conditions
on the torus and cylinder. The resulting TBA functional equations are universal
in the sense that they depend only on the Coxeter number of the A-D-E graph
and are independent of the particular integrable boundary conditions. We con-
jecture generally that TBA functional equations are universal for all integrable
lattice models associated with rational CFTs and their integrable perturbations.
1 Introduction
Ever since Baxter solved [?] the eight-vertex model, commuting transfer
matrix functional equations [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?] have been at the heart of
the exact solution of two-dimensional lattice models on a periodic lattice
by Yang-Baxter methods [?]. For theories such as the A-D-E models con-
sidered here, these equations provide the key to obtaining free energies,
correlation lengths and nite-size corrections. At criticality, the nite-size
corrections are related to the central charges and scaling dimensions of the
associated conformal eld theory (CFT). O-criticality, these corrections
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yield the scaling energies of the associated (perturbed) integrable quantum
eld theory (QFT). The fundamental form of the functional equations in-
volves fusion of the Boltzmann weights on the lattice and reflect the fusion
rules of the associated CFT. However, in order to solve for nite-size correc-
tions these functional equations need to be recast in the form of a Y -system
or TBA functional equations [?, ?, ?]. Miraculously, it is then possible to
solve [?] for the central charges and scaling dimensions using some special
tricks and dilogarithm identities [?].
More recently, it has been realized [?, ?] that the Yang-Baxter methods
and functional equations can be extended to systems in the presence of
integrable boundaries on the cylinder by working with double row transfer
matrices. It is then possible to calculate surface free energies and interfa-
cial tensions [?] as well as nite-size corrections and conformal partition
functions [?]. The critical A-D-E models correspond, for dierent choices
of regimes and/or fusion level, to unitary minimal models [?], parafermion
theories [?] and superconformal theories [?]. The corresponding integrable
boundary conditions on a cylinder can be constructed for each conformal
boundary condition [?]. It is also possible to construct [?] integrable seams
for each conformal twisted boundary condition [?] on the torus. In all such
cases it should be possible to obtain the universal conformal properties in
the continuum scaling limit by solving suitable functional equations.
In this paper we derive general fusion and TBA functional equations for
the critical A-D-E lattice models. Although the fusion hierarchy of func-
tional equations is not universal, we show in this paper that the Y -system
or TBA functional equations for the A-D-E models are universal in the
sense that they depend on the A-D-E graph only through its Coxeter num-
ber, and more importantly, they are independent of the choice of integrable
boundary conditions. For this reason no new miracles are required to solve
for the universal conformal data of systems with conformal boundaries. In
all cases the same functional equations must be solved! Instead, the dier-
ent solutions required among the innite number of possible solutions to
these equations are selected by appropriate analyticity requirements.
The layout of the paper is as follows. We rst recall some results about
fused A-D-E models in Sections 1.1{1.3. In Section 2, we dene the trans-
fer matrix for the dierent boundary conditions, on the torus and on the
cylinder, with and without seams. In Section 3, we state the main result
of the paper, that is the TBA equation, the boundary specic functional
equations and their universal form. In Section 4, we derive the equation.
We rst study the general idea which is based on local properties in 4.1 and
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we then apply it to the torus in 4.2 and the cylinder in 4.3. We end up with
a discussion in 5.
1.1 Face Weights
A lattice model in the A−D−E series is associated with a graph G, of A,
D or E type. The spins are nodes of the graph G and neighbouring sites
on the lattice are allowed neighbouring nodes of the graph. The probability
distribution of spins is dened by the critical (unfused) Boltzmann weight
















where g is the Coxeter number of G,  = 
g
, s(u) = sin(u)
sin()
and  a is the entry
of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of the adjacency matrix G, associated
with the node a.
These Boltzmann weights are represented by a local face operator Xj(u)























= s(− u)I + s(u)ej (1.2)
where ej = Xj() is a Temperley-Lieb generator and j is an integer labelling
the N faces of the lattice, assuming periodicity on the torus.
1.2 Fusion Projector
In turn, this model gives rise to a hierarchy of fused models whose Boltz-
mann weights we are going to describe.
We rst dene recursively the fusion operators P rj , for r 2 h1; gi as follows:






P r−1j+1 Xj(−(r−2)) P r−1j+1 ; r  3 ;
(1.3)
where Sk = s(k) and j is clearly restricted in the cylinder case [?]. Thus,
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We shall represent the fusion operators diagrammatically as






















j−1 j j+r−3 j+r−2
: (1.5)



































































This implies that any operator expressible as a product of local face oper-





















































A particularly important case is for u = +: its local face operator is a
projector orthogonal to all the P rj .
As P rj is clearly translationally covariant (in its domain of denition) we
can decompose it onto the spaces of paths with given end points: P r(a; b)
is the fusion projector acting on paths from a to b in r−1 steps. Its rank is
given by the fused adjacency matrix entries:
Rank (P r(a; b)) = F ra b (1.8)
also called basic intertwiners and recursively dened by the s^‘2 fusion rules:
F 1 = I; F 2 = G; F r = F r−1F 2 − F r−2; for r = 3; : : : ; g: (1.9)
The +1 eigenvectors of P r(a; b) are thus indexed by an integer γ 2 h1; F ra bi
refered to as the bond variable. We denote them U rγ(a; b), the fusion vectors.
1.3 Fused face operators
These projectors allow us to dene the (p; q)-fused face operator whose main
feature is the product of q rows of p local face operators with a shift of the
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spectral parameter by  from one face to the next:
























































































































The position of the projectors and spectral parameters can be altered by
pushing-through:



































































































































































































































These properties imply several others, namely the Transposition Symmetry,
Xpqj (u)
T = Xqpj (u+ (q−p)); (1.12)




















































































































































































































































































: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : :
= sp q1 (u) s
p q
1 (−u) P q+1j P p+1j+q ; (1.14)
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k=0 s(u+ (i−j+k)), and the Abelian Property,
Xpqj (u+ (p−1))Xqpj (v + (q−1)) = Xpqj (v + (p−1))Xqpj (u+ (q−1)) :
(1.15)
These operators, contracted against the fusion vectors, yield the (p; q)-
fused Boltzmann weight. It depends not only on the spins at its four corners
but also on bond variables on its edges:
W pq
0

























where the function sp q−10 (u) eliminates some scalar factors common to all
the spin congurations which appear in the process of fusion. In the AL
case, the bond variables are trivial.
These fused Boltzmann weights satisfy the following symmetry
W pq
0













and Crossing Symmetry :
W pq
0



















Given this fusion hierarchy, we build transfer matrices for dierent fusion
levels and boundary conditions: on the torus, and on the cylinder, with or
without seams.
2.1 Seam
Simple seams are modied faces. They come in three dierent types, r, s
and -type. A label (r; s; ) 2 Ag−2  Ag−1  Γ, where Γ is the symmetry
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algebra of the graph G, encodes a triple seam involving three modied faces.
The symmetry  is taken as the identity when omitted.
We rst dene W q(r;1), the r-type seam for the (p; q)-fused model. It is a
usual (r − 1; q)-fused face (it doesn’t depend on the horizontal fusion level
p) with an extra parameter  acting as a shift in the spectral parameter,
and another choice for the removal of the common scalar factors:
W q(r;1)
0










sr−1 q−10 (u+ )
sr−2 q1 (u+ )
W (r−1) q
0






An s-type seam is the normalized braid limit of an r-type seam, it doesn’t
depend on any spectral parameter:
W q(1;s)
0























The automorphisms  2 Γ of the adjacency matrix, satisfying Ga;b =
G(a);(b), leave the face weights invariant
W pq
0


















 u = W pq
0






and act through the special seam [?]
W q(1;1;)
0
@ d c 
a b
1






1; F q+1a d 6= 0;  = 
b = (a); c = (d);
0; otherwise.
(1.22)
Notice that the (r; s; ) = (1; 1; 1) seam, where  = 1 denotes the identity
automorphism, is the empty seam
W q(1;1;1)
0
@ d c 
a b
1
A = ab cd  F q+1b c : (1.23)
The push-through property is also trivially veried for a -type seam.
The label s appearing in a (1; s)-seam is an integer in Ag−1. In [?], we
dene an (1; a)-seam with a 2 G which reduces to the denition given here
for G of A type but which extends it for the Deven, E6 and E8 graphs.
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2.2 Torus transfer matrix
The transfer matrix for the (p; q)-fused model with an (r; s; )-seam, on the
N faces torus on the square lattice is given, in the basis of the cyclic paths
in N steps plus the seam, with bond variables between adjacent spins, by
the product of the corresponding Boltzmann weights: The entries of the
transfer matrix with an (r; s; ) seam are given by
ha;j T pq(r;s;)(u; ) jb;i =
&pq & & & &














































where the sum is over all possible vertical bond variables. The usual periodic
boundary condition is obtained for (r; s; ) = (1; 1; 1). The denition can
be generalised to accomodate an arbitrary number of seams. Because the
seam faces are modied bulk faces, they satisfy the GYBE, so they can
be moved around freely with respect to the bulk faces, the spectrum of
the corresponding transfer matrices remains unchanged. However, in the
D2k cases, when there are several seams, their order can not be exchanged
because the fusion algebra of defect lines is non commutative [?, ?].
2.3 Boundary weights
The boundary weights are labelled by (r; a) with r 2 Ag−2 a fusion level
and a 2 G a node of the graph.
In the AL case, all (r; s) boundary weights are obtained from the action
of an (r; s)-seam on the vacuum boundary weight [?] and we will construct
in [?] an (r; a)-seam with a 2 G so that it is also the case for the Deven, E6
and E8 graphs. Nevertheless, in all cases, the (1; a) boundary weights, for
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The vacuum boundary condition usually2 corresponds to (1; a) = (1; 1).
The full (r; a) boundary weights are then given by the action of an r-type
seam onto the (1; a)-boundary weight. The double row seam is given by two
regular r-seams sharing the same extra spectral parameter , placed on top
of one another, with the same spectral parameters as bulk faces appearing
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and the left boundary weights are simply equal to the right boundary
weights.
These boundary weights satisfy boundary versions of the equations the








































sq p1+q−p(u−v) sq p1−(p−1)(−u−v)









































which is proved using the GYBE (1.13) and the abelian property (1.15).
We refer to [?, ?] for the boundary crossing equation.
Let’s state here a property that will be of use later on. By Equation (1.7),
one can ll up the triangle appearing in the denition (1.25) of the (1; a)
boundary weight with any local face operators: they will only contribute





















































































2When extra structure is imposed, like in the superconformal case [?], the
vacuum of the problem can be more complicated.
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2.4 Double row transfer matrix
The double row transfer matrix is given by two rows similar to the one
appearing in the torus transfer matrix, with spectral parameters u for the
bottom one and −u−(q−1) for the top one, where  is a xed parameter
and q is the vertical fusion level. The boundary condition is not cyclic but
given by the boundary weights dened previously (1.26).
ha;j T pq(rL;aL)j(r;s;)j(rR;aR)(u; L; ; R) jb;i =
&pq & & & &pq q q q


































































The GYBE (1.13) implies that double row transfer matrices with the same
boundary conditions and boundary elds commute:
T pq(rL;aL)j(r;s;)j(rR;aR)(u; L; ; R) T
pq0
(rL;aL)j(r;s;)j(rR;aR)(v; L; ; R) =
T pq
0
(rL;aL)j(r;s;)j(rR;aR)(v; L; ; R) T
pq
(rL;aL)j(r;s;)j(rR;aR)(u; L; ; R) :
(1.30)
3 Fusion hierachies
These transfer matrices fulll a fusion hierarchy of functional equations. The
details of these equations do depend on the type of matrices but their struc-
ture is the same. It stems from local properties that they all satisfy. Let’s
choose a horizontal fusion level p, and a xed boundary condition among
those available, namely toroidal, cylindrical, with or without seams. Call
T qk(u) the corresponding (p; q)-fused transfer matrix at spectral parameter
u+ k, for −1  q  g − 3, with T −10 and T 00 dened as





where f pq is the usual order-N bulk term
f pq (u) =

[spq(u)]
N ; for the torus
(−1)pN [spq(u)spq+p(u− )]N ; for the cylinder. (1.32)
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where f pq , q, Vq and
~Vq, are (scalar) functions that we are going to de-
scribe, contributions of the bulk faces, the seams and the cylindrical (1; a)-
boundary conditions respectively.
We have just given the form of the bulk free energy (1.32).
The functions Vq and ~Vq are trivial in the torus case, Vq = ~Vq = 1, and
on the cylinder, they are given by
Vq =
sq−2(2u− )s2q+1(2u− )




sq−1(2u− )s2q(2u− ) : (1.35)
The function q is the product of order-1 terms coming from the seams.
As we saw in Section 2.3, an (r; a)-boundary condition is constructed from
an r-seam on a (1; a)-boundary condition, and we do count as separate
type r seams the ones coming from the left and from the right boundaries.





q(rk; k; u) : (1.36)
The contribution of an (r; s; )-seam only depends on r and q(1; ; u) = 1.
For 2  r  g − 2,
q(r; ; u) =

tq(r; ; u) = sq−r(u+ )sq(u+ ) ; for the torus
tq(r; ; u) 
t
q+r−1(r; + ; u) ; for the cylinder.
(1.37)
More generally, we have the following hierarchy of inversion identities

















where, in the torus case the functions Aq = Bq = Cq = 1 are trivial, and
Aq(u) = sq−1(2u− )sq+1(2u− ) ; (1.39)
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Bq(u) = s−1(2u− )s2q+1(2u− ) ; (1.40)
Cq(u) = [sq(2u− )]2 ; (1.41)
are due to the left and right vacuum boundaries in the cylinder case.















then the inversion identity hierarchy can be recast in the form of the fol-










In deriving the TBA equation we have used the simple properties




= 1 : (1.45)
Eqs. (1.33), (1.38) and (1.43) give a matrix realization of the fusion rules
(1.9) which can be re-written as
( ~F r)2 = (I + ~F r−1)(I + ~F r+1) (1.46)
where
~F r = F r−1 F r+1 : (1.47)
4 Derivation
Before we go on to study the detailed derivations of (1.33) for the individual
torus and cylinder cases, let’s study the local properties which are common
to both cases.
4.1 Local properties
Firstly, let’s look at how the product T q0 T
1
q is decomposed into a sum of
two terms T q−10 and T
q+1
0 up to scalar factors.
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Because of the vertical push-through property, we can disregard the hor-
izontal fusion projectors and apply them later on as a wrapping of the
equation.
The product T q0T
1
q is realized as two transfer matrices stacked upon each
other, the top one being at vertical fusion level 1 and the bottom one at
fusion level q. Consider an arbitrary column of the torus transfer matrix
(-type seams excluded). In fact, after a simple manipulation (1.60), the
product of transfer matrices in the cylinder case will be built up of similar
columns. There is a projector P q+1 attached to its bottom part, realizing
the vertical fusion. The Boltzmann weights of this column can be written
in terms of Temperley-Lieb operators,
Xj+q−1(v) : : :Xj+1 (v + (q − 2))Xj (v + (q − 1)) P q+1j+1 Xj−1(v + q)
(1.48)
with j an arbitrary label and v the spectral parameter involved in that
particular column, for example v = u − k for a typical bulk face and
v = u+ − k for a face in an r-seam. Because an s-type seam is the braid
limit of an r-type seam, we don’t lose any generality in considering only
r-type seams. It is easy to see that the following arguments can be applied
also to -type seams and that their contribution is trivial.


























































































































































The projector P q+2j in the second term of (1.51) is obtained by the deni-
tion (1.4). Thus, this term gives us the column which appears in T q+10 in the
functional equation (1.33). By pushing the projector through horizontally
in the product of transfer matrices, we can make it appear between every
columns and because of the cyclic boundary condition (and a similar argu-
ment in the cylinder case), we nally obtain a term which is proportional
to T q+10 .
We are now going to prove that the rst term of (1.51) yields a term
proportional to T q−10 .
The product T q0 T
1
q involves a whole row of columns such as the LHS
of (1.50), hence the columns of Boltzmann weights occur with a fusion
projector P q+1 between each of them. We can use the push-through prop-







































































So for a cyclic boundary condition, the projector on the left of the +
face in the rst term of (1.51) can be discarded and the one on its left
will be the only remaining projector in the row. We will see that the same
argument is also valid for the cylindrical boundary condition.
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so that the two faces in the top rows of the rst term of (1.51) collapse into















































































































and the newly appeared contractor further collapses the top two faces of the
next column on the left. Reapplying the procedure to the rest of the columns
on the left and using the cyclic boundary conditions, we nally collapse all
of the top two rows. What is left is a scalar contribution −sq(u)sq−2(u) for
each column at spectral parameter u, a row of faces with spectral parameter
 and the local face operator Xj() at the right of the projector P
q+1. But








 1=2a  
1=2
c











































































































We decompose further the projector P q+1j+1 and sum over di to get the
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@@P qj+2bi ai : (1.57)
so that (1.54) reduces to the product of the scalar contribution for each
column times the matrix valued function T q−10 .
We are now going to go into the details of the contribution of each column
for each boundary condition.
4.2 Functional equation on the torus
Each horizontally p-fused bulk column in T q0 T
1
q brings a scalar factor of
spq(u) when collapsed by the contractor. Hence the N bulk faces contribute
to the T q−10 term as




The contribution of this same column to the T q+10 term comes from the
removal of the common scalar factors which appear in the process of vertical
fusion of the top (p; 1)-fused face with the larger (p; q)-fused face, yielding
a (p; q + 1)-fused face. The result is f pq−1(u).
Likewise, an r-type seam contributes in the same proportion but with a
shift in the spectral parameter and an adjustment in the common scalar
factors, yielding (1.37). It is easily checked that the braid limit of such a
factor simply vanishes, hence the s-type seams don’t contribute to the TBA
equation and the same holds for -type seams.
4.3 Functional equations on the cylinder
As we discussed in Section 2.3, an (r; a) boundary is the combination of
an r-seam and a (1; a) boundary so we restrict ourselves to (1; a)-boundary
conditions.
In the cylinder case, the product T q0 T
1
q of double row transfer matrices
is realized as four layers of rows and a typical column is the stack of two
(1; 1)-faces on top of two (1; q)-faces, resppectively at spectral parameters
− u+  − q, u+  + q, − u+  − (q − 1) and u+  where  = −k
for a usual bulk term involved in a horizontally fused face. Consider the
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following inversion relation (1.14)
X1qj (2u− + (2q − 1))Xq1j (−2u+ − (2q − 1)) = (1.59)
s1 q2q (2u− ) s1 q2−2q(−2u+ ) P q+1j :
































































: : : : : : : : : : : : : :




















































: : : :
: : : :
: : : :
: : : :
 
(1.60)
As the rows on the right are of the same structure, the face Xq1(−2u+−
(2q − 1)) can push through rightward all the way to the right boundary.
Similarly, its counterpart X1q(2u −  + (2q − 1)) can push through left-
wards all the way to the left boundary. Because of Equation (1.28), these
rectangular weights, after a crossing symmetry (1.18), simply agglomerate
into a larger boundary (minus the larger projector). For a (1; aR)-boundary















































































































In the bulk, we are now in a similar conguration as in the torus case,
simply the columns are doubled. Hence the same technique applies provided
the push through of the contractor X() and the longer projector P q+2
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behave as expected on the boundary. It is what we are going to discuss
now.
It is clear from (1.61) that the push-through property of projectors is
still satised on the boundary, the projector P q+1 coming from the bottom
q rows of the product can go up through the right boundary and get back
to the q intermediate rows, lower part of the top half. Similarly, coming
from the right of these rows, it can go down the left boundary to the lower
q rows. Therefore, the term proportional T q+10 proceeds in exactly the same
way as in the case of the torus.
Consider now the term T q−10 . We need to understand the action of Xj()
on the (1; aR) right boundary.





































So that when the contractor acts on the (1; aR) right boundary, we get
: : : : :
: : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :



















































































































































: : : : :
: : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :


















































































































































where we have used the crossing symmetry and then the abelian property
(1.15) to interchange the parameters  and 2u + 2q −  between two
face weights. Then, we apply (1.53) to collapse the faces weights inside the





: : : : :
: : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :




























































































































where we use the identity (1.7) to eliminate the face weight with parameter
2u+ 2q− .





into a smaller Bq−1R under the action of the contractor Xj(). We then
continue to collapse the face weights in the bottom half of the transfer
matrix with the contractor.
For the (1; aL) left boundary, the contractor Xj() acts from the bot-
tom. We rotate the whole diagram by half a turn and we apply the same
technique, with scalar factors
(−1)qs2q−3(2u− )sq−12q−2(2u− )sq−12q−4(2u− ) : (1.65)
Finally, the contractor can go back to the top row from the left, hence
the rest of the proof proceeds as previously.
Collecting the dierent contributions for all the columns, which come by
pair, for the lower and the upper halves of the product T q0 T
1
1, with spectral
parameters u+  and − u− q+  respectively, one gets the result listed
in Section 3.
5 Discussion
In this paper we have derived the TBA functional equations for critical
lattice models using simple fusion projectors. We point out, however, that
the very same functional equations can be derived o-criticality by using
the methods of [?]. This applies, for example, for the A and D models which
admit elliptic solutions to the Yang-Baxter equations.
We conjecture generally that the form of the TBA functional equations
are universal for all integrable lattice models associated with rational CFTs
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and their integrable perturbations. In particular, we expect the known
forms [?] of these equations to apply to all integrable boundary conditions.
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